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Introduction 

 

In recent years students’ unions have become more refined and clearer of purpose in their 

systems of governance. While on several occasions this is because of structural change, more 

often than that it is because the internal culture has altered. Student officers are more aware 

of their responsibilities to their students’ union as well as the student body; that is their role as 

trustees to ensure the survival and longevity of an organisation which can fight for students 

and defend their rights as well as the direct activism that involves. 

 

With charity registration in late 2009, students’ unions are focusing more on these trustee 

roles and the collective role of a trustee board in supporting internal democracy and creating a 

strong base for the core activity of campaigning and representation. There’s a lot to celebrate. 

New ideas in training and recruitment are being piloted, creating better skilled, more 

responsive boards.  

 

 

This pack will help local unions recruit, refine and support their trustee boards. It will discuss 

the issues that you may face and offer resources for you to tackle them head on.  

 

Unions need to be strong and active; strong in decision making, financial and legal standing 

and democratic structures; active in campaigning, representation and responding to the 

student voice. This pack will help you achieve that for your organisation and more importantly 

give your students the union they deserve. 

 
 

 

 

Richard Budden 

NUS National Secretary
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Scope  

Unions across the UK have been increasing the support they give to their trustees and the 

consideration of which skills and backgrounds are needed to make the union strong and active. 

This guide will describe some of the structures of trustee boards within students’ unions, 

looking at the most common categories of board members and questions about how to create 

a board through election and selection, processes of induction and the ongoing support of 

participants throughout their term of office.  

 

It is important to note that the focus of the guide is on the trustee board’s role. The 

campaigning, representation and support areas of union work are not considered here, except 

in relation to balancing workloads and managing conflicts of interests. 

 

This guide is comprised of the main body and several appendices. The first contains 

discussions about trustee boards and marks some principles and practices to consider for your 

students’ union. The appendices contain a range of different materials and templates for you to 

adapt that will offer you practical support in recruiting and supporting your board. 

 

Charities, the charity sector and trustee boards 

 
There are 190,000 charities in the UK. Each of these charities will be directed by a board of 

trustees, a set of individuals chosen by the charity membership or each other for their skills, 

experiences and abilities.  

 

Charities are regulated by independent bodies. In England and Wales this is the Charity 

Commission. In Scotland it is the Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator (OSCR). In Northern 

Ireland this body is still to be set up. They are responsible for ensuring charities work to their 

maximum capability and meet any legal requirements they may have. 

 

Students’ unions are charitable organisations and therefore will have a group of trustees who 

are legally responsible for its financial and legal health and strategic direction. It may not be 

called a trustee board – it may be an executive committee, but the role is the same. 
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What is the role of a Board of Trustees? 

Trustee boards are responsible for directing the students’ union in the long term – looking at 

the strategic overview, including financial and legal security. The board create the structure 

within which Unions can carry out their core work - which is the representation of students, 

advancement of education and activism for improvements in the lives of their members. 

 

As a board, they are separate from the operational work of the organisation. The board sets 

the strategic direction and legal requirements. The role of staff in unions is to implement this 

direction through the operational, day to day work. This is usually directed through the senior 

manager; therefore the trustee board is responsible for appointing, scrutinising and developing 

the senior manager of the organisation (e.g. the general manager, permanent secretary, 

director or chief executive). Trustee boards should ensure there are clear procedures and 

opportunities for this within your union. 

 

The wide variety of unions means that we can’t give a precise list of everything a trustee board 

may do here.  As some examples, though a trustee board would not set the timesheets of 

workers in the shop, but they would ensure the shop existed in the first place, set the ethical 

buying policies of the shop and ensure a staff training programme was in place to support the 

retail managers and staff. If building a new commercial venue, the board would not be 

choosing the colour of the seats.  They would however set the venue’s a non-alcoholic, 

responsible drinking and daytime use policies, set targets for it, such as gaining NUS Services’ 

Best Bar None accreditation. 

 

Trustee liability 

The trustee board is responsible for the finances and legal running of the organisation. The 

trustees are liable for any financial mismanagement or failure to meet legislative requirements 

of the organisation where due diligence has not taken place or expert advice has been ignored. 

Trustee boards should seek advice and consider different legal forms and liability insurance to 

minimise risks, but the most important thing is to ensure that procedures and regulation of the 

students’ unions activities are rigorous.  
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Who should sit on a board? 

The strategic role of the board requires particular skills and experiences, so exactly who sits on 

a trustee board is very important. Any organisation should value the voice of their beneficiaries 

within all stages of their governance structures, including trustee boards. This is especially true 

of democratic, member led organisations such as students’ unions. 

 

There are several different models for the make up of trustee boards, but many of them will be 

made up of a combination of officer trustees, student trustees and external trustees. We’ll 

describe this individually later, but we are defining them in the following way: 

 

• An officer trustee was elected as a representative, campaigner and trustee by the 

electorate. These are normally paid sabbaticals, but may include part time officers. 

• A student trustee was elected, or selected as a trustee for the students’ union but not for 

campaigning or representative responsibilities. 

• External trustees are not current students or officers of the institution the students’ union 

is part of.  

 

At a 2008 meeting on students’ union managers in non-commercial services, 32 unions 

described 20 different combinations of these three positions, but there were some trends. 

 

• Nearly all boards had at least one officer, student and external trustee in their make up 

and normally more. 

• Most boards had on balance more officer trustees than either student or external trustees. 

• Most boards had less paid trustees (sabbaticals) than non paid trustees. 

• Most boards had an equal number of student and external trustees. 

 

Student Officers as Trustees 

In students’ unions, student officers make up the majority of trustees. They are elected by the 

student body and are usually the sabbaticals of the union, though in some cases part-time 

officers are also trustees.  

 

During the election voters should understand the trustee roles their officers will fulfil. It is most 

likely that a student will run to be an officer to provide representation and activism to improve 

the lives of students, but they should not become ‘trustees by accident’. They need to be 

aware of the different roles they will need to play as representatives of the student body, 

responsible for particular areas of work, activists for change in their institution and trustees of 
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the students’ union as a legal entity. They will also need to know about what conflicts can 

occur from having all those different roles. How this can be achieved will be discussed later in 

the section on electing trustees. 

 

Once elected, officers with a mandate to campaign and represent should appreciate that a 

trustee board exists to control the legal and financial business of the organisation and its 

stability as a whole and have a legal duty to make this distinction in decision-making. 

 

Sabbatical officers can be paid trustees but the charity regulators require that this should be 

clearly noted within the governing documents of the union. It should be noted that other 

trustees should only be paid for out of pocket expenses.  

 

Non-Officer Student Trustees 

Non-officer student trustees (called student trustees from this point) are students of the 

institution who do not have an officer position and are elected solely to be trustees of the 

union. They do not have a mandate to campaign or advocate on behalf of their peers, nor are 

they expected to have a particular area of expertise such as education policy. 

 

Student trustees are important because they combine knowledge of a student experience 

without the same conflicts of responsibilities that officers may have. This is because they don’t 

have a mandate for any campaigns or views. However, students will have particular interests 

as well, based on their course, the groups they belong to and the services they enjoy. For 

example, a student with a love for a particular musical genre shouldn’t let this influence their 

policy making for a nightclub. As such they should be offered support and guidance to manage 

these. 

 

External Trustees 

It is important for a trustee board to have the appropriate skills and experiences to ensure the 

legal and financial stability of the organisation. They often know which questions need to be 

asked and which details are important indicators of an organisation’s performance. Officer and 

student trustees may not have this experience, and some unions are considering external 

trustees as a way of providing this. 

 

External trustees are often chosen because they are specialists in a particular field and have 

skills in that area. Perhaps they are experts in legal issues, human resources or they have a 

background in finance. They may have overseen a major capital development such as a new 

building or they could have a background in education policy. This can bring a different level of 
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scrutiny to the organisation’s procedures, and also to the senior staff members of the union. 

Within the vast majority of charity and third sector organisations external trustees are a key 

provider of the external view needed for proper regulation and decision making and as such 

NUS would suggest that unions consider this external input. 

 

Students unions should be student led, so there should always be a balance between the skills 

and experiences of external trustees and those of officers and students. There should never be 

a majority of external trustees on a students’ union trustee board. Additionally, while trustees 

do not all need to be representatives of students, external trustees should have an idea of the 

students’ Union sector, the issues being faced and the lifestyles that students are leading. An 

induction for an external trustee may be very different for a student or officer living the 

lifestyle. 

 

External trustees should live in the UK and you can reimburse them for travel expenses. 

 

Institution members on trustee boards 

Some unions have asked whether it is appropriate for a member of their parent institution or a 

senior staff member to be part of a Union trustee board. There are a number of issues which 

are considered below. 

 

Firstly, students’ unions should retain the ability to challenge decisions from the institution and 

support their members in ways they feel are appropriate. Having a member of the institution 

on the trustee board may challenge this level of autonomy. Institutions still have a level of 

regulation through the ’94 Education Act without them sitting on a union’s board of trustees. It 

is unlikely that being a member of institution staff or its governing body could ever be seen as 

anything other than a conflict of interest with being a member of a union trustee board. NUS 

would therefore suggest that staff from your institution should not be students’ union board 

members.  

 

Senior staff on trustee boards 

The first role for most charity trustee boards is the delegation and direction of the 

organisation’s staff though the chief executive. The trustee board has a role to scrutinise this 

staff member, and the staff member is accountable to the board. This relationship cannot 

occur where the chief executive has both delegated power for staffing and is a member of the 

body delegating that power. As such NUS do not believe that students’ union staff members 

should be trustees, whatever the union’s legal form. 
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Term of office 

The governing documents for the union should explain how long a trustee is in office for once 

they are appointed. This is usually a year for student and officer trustees and 2-4 years for 

external trustees. It should also outline whether a trustee may be reappointed after their term 

of office is due. 

 

For any issues concerning the make up of your trustee board you should contact your NUS 

regional or national staff member.  

 

Who should the chair be? 

The chair of the trustee board has two roles which are distinct from other board members. 

 

• They are the link between the board and the internal staff, members of the union and any 

external relationships with other organisations. Within this role they will line manage the 

senior member of union staff and be the ‘voice’ of the board to press and other 

organisations. 

 

• The chair is responsible for ensuring the board is healthy, informed and able to make 

decisions properly as a collective. They ensure that the meetings of the board are on track, 

properly supported with paperwork and that all have an opportunity to contribute. 

 

For these reasons, the chair is usually the president or lead officer of the union.  

 

Due to their unique nature upon the board, any strategy for board development should 

consider carefully support given to the chair, especially if they are an elected position. There 

are many training events and resources available for chairs in charity organisations provided 

by NCVO and others which students’ unions should consider using.  

 

The position who has the chair should be identified in the governing documents of the 

organisation. We have included an example trustee board text for you to adapt to your 

governing documents in appendix A.  
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Creating a board 

Students’ unions should remember some clear guiding principles when creating their board of 

trustees. These are a combination of advice from the charity regulators and the requirements 

of the ’94 education act. 

 

Diversity of background and experience 

Universities and colleges are for many people arenas for sharing different cultures and 

background. Students’ unions have a place to support this, and having an awareness of the 

particular issues faced by all groups of students is useful for a trustee board.  

 

Even within a shared cultural or geographic heritage, students will have a different range of 

experiences. A mature student’s account of college life will be different from an 18-22 year old 

and different again from a part time student with childcare needs. 

 

The important thing is for trustee boards to make sure their processes are as open and 

accessible as possible and to encourage a board to be representative of the different student 

communities on, and off, campus. This can include inclusive election nominations; targeted 

advertising of opportunities for being a trustee and making sure that the board inducts and 

supports its members with reference to specific needs. This means you can combine the 

importance of union democratic structures with a desire to create a diverse trustee board.  

 

Diversity of skills 

Trustee boards have multifarious roles. They need to have regard for financial and legal 

processes. They need to promote diversity throughout the organisation and review the 

processes that support staff members. Boards may need to think creatively about fundraising, 

communication and their impact on the local community. Importantly for students’ unions they 

must also have a strong role in promoting democracy and empowering decision making among 

the student body as a whole. A board should aim to have all of the skills for these tasks, and 

unions should consider how, through training and incorporation of trainees with existing skills, 

they could have a diverse base with which to work. 

 

Democracy as Governance 

Many students unions talk about democracy and governance as separate entities. Unions have 

a legal requirement to be run in a democratic manner. Unions should ensure processes for 

becoming board members are as open and accessible as possible, and that the student 

membership is involved in their selection.  
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There are many different ways of using democratic processes to support this such as electing 

student trustees in the same manner of student officers, electing an appointments committee 

to oversee the selection of external trustees or approving trustees at an Annual General 

Meeting (AGM). Individual unions will be able to decide which methods are most appropriate 

for them. 

 

Election and selection 

NUS produces detailed guidance on running fair and effective elections and this is available on 

the NUS website or from regional staff members. We will discuss here particular things to 

consider in the election of trustees. 

 

Election 

Cross campus ballot is the method by which unions elect their representatives each year. As 

such this is the most likely way unions will elect officers with trustee responsibilities. Unions 

may also consider using this method for external or student trustees.  

 

Candidates 

Candidates for elections should be made aware of the responsibilities expected of them as 

trustees before the close of nominations. This may well be in addition to any other role that 

they have, for example if they are an education officer they may have responsibilities for 

education campaigning or supporting course reps.  

 

Not everyone is eligible for being a trustee. A trustee must not be: 

 

• Under 18 (this does not apply in Scotland) 

• Someone who is an undischarged bankrupt 

• Someone with an unspent offence involving deception or dishonesty 

• Someone who has been removed from trusteeship of a charity by the Court or the Charity 

Commissioners for misconduct or mismanagement 

• Someone under a disqualification order under the Company Directors Disqualification Act 

1986 

 

Candidates for trustee applications should sign a declaration of their eligibility before the close 

of nominations. An example trustee declaration can be found in Appendix D. 

 

The voters 

Voters should know whom they are voting for and what the role actually entails. They will want 

to make informed decisions based on the expectations of being a trustee and the skills and 
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background candidates should bring. A union should make sure that the role and 

responsibilities of trustees are made clear so that they can do this. 

 

Methods of informing voters about candidates are described in the NUS guide Running 

Elections, but an example text of trustee responsibilities for voters is included in Appendix E. 

 

Selection 

Rather than electing student and external trustees, unions may decide to have a process of 

selection instead of, or as well as, the process of voting. NUS would advise that selection is an 

unsuitable way to choose officers who have a role as representatives and activists, however it 

may be a good option for student and external trustees. 

 

Selection of trustees is chosen by unions for a number of reasons. These include:  

 

1. It ensures that individuals with appropriate skills can sit on the board. 

2. Unions can reach out to marginalised and non-traditional students who would find it 

difficult or intimidating to engage in elections. 

3. It may be used to ensure the board is at full strength if elected positions have not been 

filled. 

 

To ensure accountability, any method of selection should be advertised widely to the union 

membership with the reasons for choosing selection clearly explained. Unions should explain 

fully their governance structures at the points of nomination for an election and as such the 

roles of non-elected trustees should be defined here. We’ve included an example text of 

appointments committee procedures in Appendix F. 

 

Student Trustees – to Elect or Select? 

Unions may decide to elect student trustees in the same way as officer roles, using the same 

democratic principles. What is important for the candidates, the voters and the union as a 

whole to appreciate is that they are not elected for a representative or campaigning role and 

that they are being voted for on the basis of their skills as a trustee rather than campaigns 

they want to run. The issue here is one of information – there are 2 very different types of 

election taking place, one based on political beliefs and goals and another or providing long-

term stability and responsible strategy, which voters may find confusing. 

 

Selecting student trustees ensures that the board can capitalise on the skills and experiences 

they need to let the Union be strong enough to fulfil its political and representation roles. 
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Students deterred from running election campaigns such as part time, mature or students with 

children can have an option to be involved in the governance of their union. 

 

External Trustees – to Elect or Select? 

External Trustees are valued primarily for the skills and experiences that they can bring to the 

board. As such most Unions will choose to have a process of selection to choose these 

trustees. Those that do have an element of election – either via a cross campus ballot or at a 

union meeting – will usually still have an appointments committee (see below) to find suitable 

candidates and explain to the membership what their role will be.  

 

Selection Process 

The following steps can be used to select trustees: 

 

1. Set up an appointments committee 

2. The committee perform a skills and background audit and set the timescales for the 

selection process. 

3. Advertise the vacancies and create packs for applicants 

4. Short-listing and interviews 

5. Inform candidates and relevant bodies 

6. Evaluate the process 

 

1) An appointments committee should be created to oversee the selection of the trustees. 

They will normally be made up of existing trustees but may delegate some of their duties to 

relevant staff members.  

 

2) Trustee Boards will want to make sure they have diversity for the reasons explained above. 

The appointments committee should create an audit of the skills and background needed for 

the trustee board.  

 

An example table can be found in appendix G for you to adapt. 

 

The appointments committee should have a clear plan of when any interviews will take place 

by, how long the positions will be advertised for and when the new board members will take 

office before you begin.  

 

3) After the skills and backgrounds you want to have on the board have been identified you 

are able to start advertising the vacancies and creating packs for prospective candidates. This 

may be done through union staff members.  
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Adverts should include a statement of the union’s purpose and the roles and responsibilities of 

the trustees. They should describe the skills that you are looking for. Remember the emphasis 

is on the board having these skills and not necessarily every trustee having every necessary 

skill. Contact details for people to make enquiries and receive further information should also 

be included. 

 

Student trustee positions should be advertised widely through student media, websites, 

emails, leaflets, clubs and societies and most importantly by active engagement from officers 

and any staff members with responsibility for membership services and democracy. This could 

include holding a number of meetings explaining the role, using it as a subject for “GOATS (Go 

out and talk to students)” or giving out information with tickets for an event.  

 

External trustee positions are often advertised through national newspapers such as The 

Guardian. These have sections for volunteer recruitment within them. Publications specific to 

the charity, education and voluntary sectors are also good ways of recruiting trustees. You 

may want to use websites and resources specific to the skills you are recruiting. As with the 

student trustees you may also wish to approach specific groups directly. If the committee want 

someone with local knowledge you may target parents in local schools or trustees of other 

charities. You may consider discussions with alumni of the institution who have an interest in 

the students’ unions. Different unions have had very different responses from using even the 

same newspaper or the same websites – using several approaches is the best plan. 

 

As well as the opportunity for an informal chat, the committee should also distribute packs for 

candidates that include: 

 

• A person specification for being a trustee 

• Details of the selection process including how to apply and the interview dates 

• A statement of the union’s mission and values 

• An explanation of its structures and processes 

• An explanation of its relationship to the institution 

• A (non confidential) copy of the union’s most recent plan, impact statement, finances 

etc. 

• Details on what it means to be a trustee (such as ‘The Essential Trustee’ from the 

Charity Commission http://www.charitycommission.gov.uk/publications/cc3.asp or 

OSCR’s guidance on Charity Trustees www.oscr.org.uk)  

• A declaration of eligibility for being a trustee (appendix D) 

• Dates of any induction processes 
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• A positive letter thanking them for their interest from the trustee chair 

 

4) Once the committee have received all applications you should shortlist them based on their 

experience and skills and the person specification you have drawn up. After you have this 

shortlist you should contact the trustees and hold interviews with them to confirm their 

suitability. These will probable be carried out by the appointments committee. Union or 

institution staff with HR responsibilities will be able to advise on practices and procedures that 

are suitable here. We have included some example questions for you in Appendix H. 

 

5) The decisions made by the appointments committee may be final, or they might need to be 

ratified by another body such as a union council or the existing trustee board. Make sure this 

happens and contact the successful applicants with the good news and let them know when 

dates for induction will be (see below). 

 

The union will also need to let the regulators of the charity know. At present (Summer 2008) 

this is the institution your Union is part of. You may also need to register new trustees with the 

Charity Regulator. In England and Wales you cannot do this until after the registration date – 

which is currently no earlier that October 2009.  

  

6) Evaluation of the process is crucial and not an area to be skipped over. Look back at your 

early aspirations and audits. Did you manage to recruit candidates that reached these 

expectations? Could you have advertised in a different way? Is your board better following this 

process? Write this up and send it to NUS! 

 

Inducting new Trustees 

Recruiting trustees, whether by election or appointment is only the very beginning of the 

process. Their induction into the union is vital to ensure the board is strong, has clarity of 

purpose and can work for the membership efficiently. Students’ unions should plan their 

induction process at the same time as their recruitment processes. 

 

Induction programmes for trustees will vary, and your NUS national or regional teams will be 

able to support you in creating an appropriate scheme for your board. The skills required will 

vary depending on the board members, their backgrounds and specific needs. Inductions will 

almost certainly include the following:  

 

• Knowledge about the legal requirements of being a trustee, the areas of activity they 

may be engaged in and the processes to support them. 
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• Training on the skills needed to be a trustee such as strategic planning, working in 

collaboration and communication. 

• A chance to register any current or potential conflicts of interest. 

• An informal event introducing new trustees to existing board members and appropriate 

staff members of the Union. 

• Details of recent projects the board has worked on and the long-term strategic goals of 

the Union. 

• The relationship with the institution and local community. 

 

Many unions time their board meetings so there is at least one ‘handover’ board where both 

incoming and outgoing trustees can sit together, with the new trustees observing and learning 

the processes before their first meeting as a new board. 

 

Consider what you can offer in terms of staff and financial resource to the new board as part of 

your union’s annual budget. Make sure there is plenty of opportunity for questions to be asked 

and existing union staff and trustees to answer fully. Being unsupportive of the people chosen 

to lead the union will impact badly on your membership. 

 

Officers have access to several areas of personal development through their interactions with 

the university. Student trustees will not have the same opportunities, and so attention should 

be paid to their needs and the development of their skills, especially relating to the functioning 

of the board.  

 

NUS offer several training opportunities for Officers as well as a “Trustees Academy” which is 

suitable for all officer and student trustees. Contact your NUS regional or national staff 

member for more information.  

 

Supporting Trustees 

Trustees face several challenges as they pursue their work. They will all need to deal with 

conflicts of interest. Officers will have to be aware that their portfolio responsibilities do not 

interfere with their trustee roles. Student trustees must balance any personal preferences with 

their responsibilities to the union and external trustees may have work commitments 

elsewhere or feel removed from much of the membership. It is important that trustees receive 

ongoing support as well as their initial induction. 

 

Many of the issues revolve in about making board meetings accessible and the members 

welcome and well informed within the union. The following ideas may help to support trustees: 
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All Trustees 

• Skills audits at key points throughout the year 

• Agreed training and development opportunities 

• When appropriate, support and information from members of Union staff and external 

advisors 

 

Officer Trustees 

• Support managing portfolio, representative and trustee roles 

 

Student Trustees 

• Time management training 

• Consideration of their timetables when setting meetings, deadlines and working groups 

• Setting meeting dates as early as possible 

 

External Trustees 

• Updates on what’s happening within all areas of the Union 

• Consideration of their timetables when setting meetings, deadlines and working groups 

• Setting meeting dates as early as possible as external trustees may be working 

 

Within Appendix I we have included an example annual cycle for a students’ union trustee 

board that you can tailor for your union that shows when key events may happen and what 

extra considerations need to be taken into account.  

 

Removal of Trustees 

There may be occasions when trustees leave the board before the end of their term of office. 

There may be several reasons for this – someone may wish to step down due to other 

commitments, a student may leave the institution or, in drastic circumstances, a trustee may 

be removed from their responsibility.  

 

Trustee boards should do all they can to ensure these circumstances never occur. Proper 

support and training to minimise tensions on the board and allow decisions to be made in an 

informed manner are important. If these fail, then you should have clear and professional 

processes for the removal of trustees. 

 

NUS regional and national teams will be able to offer training and resources on conflict 

resolution. 
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Who can remove trustees? 

The individual mechanics for when trustees can be removed and who can remove them will 

vary between unions and may vary between the three different types of trustee. Normally 

processes will include removal through a referenda or union general meeting and by the 

trustee board.  

 

Some unions will have a process for removing a student officer from their representative roles 

and will decide whether this means they should also be removed from their trustee roles too. 

NUS believes that if it is clear when elected that a student is responsibly as both a 

representative and a trustee than a removal from one would almost certainly a mean a 

removal from both. If it is not clear at the point of election what the candidates’ responsibilities 

are then it should be! 

 

The charity commission or OSCR has the power to remove one or several trustees in extreme 

cases, if they feel the wellbeing of a charity is in danger. 

 

When to remove trustees 

The governing document should outline when a trustee can be removed. This may include 

issues such as non attendance of meetings, resistance to decisions made as a collective and 

actions that are dishonest, financially inappropriate or bring the reputation of the charity into 

disrepute. Even if the governing document does not have such a clause, the law says that a 

trustee can be removed: 

• Following the trustee's death.  

• If they have been absent from England and Wales for an unbroken period of 12 months.  

• If they refuse to act. 

• If they are considered incapable or unfit to act as a trustee. For instance if he or she is 

of unsound mind, or is seriously ill enough to not be able to conduct their affairs or if it 

is discovered that they are legally too young to act as a trustee or have become 

bankrupt.  

 

For unions, another time to remove trustees will include if they were elected from the 

membership of the union which requires them to be on a course at the institution or a 

sabbatical officer, and they subsequently end their course or officer role. 
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Further Information 

The Charity Commission 

http://www.charity-commission.gov.uk/  

 

The Charity Commission is the independent regulator for charitable activity in England and 

Wales. It’s aims; 

• enabling charities to maximise their impact  

• ensuring compliance with legal obligations  

• encouraging innovation and effectiveness  

• championing the public interest in charity 

• to promote the public's trust and confidence 

 

Particularly useful resources include: 

 

The Essential Trustee 

http://www.charitycommission.gov.uk/publications/cc3.asp 

 

The Hallmarks of an effective charity 

http://www.charity-commission.gov.uk/Library/publications/pdfs/cc10text.pdf  

 

The Office of the Scottish Charity Regulator 

www.oscr.org.uk  

 

Particularly useful is it’s guidance for charity trustees 

http://www.oscr.org.uk/PublicationItem.aspx?id=5b7d7df4-8d70-4aa7-af64-2d65c21ae22d  

 

Good Practice in Trustee Recruitment  

http://www.ncvo-vol.org.uk/publications/publication.asp?id=3846 

 

This guide was very useful in the creation of this briefing. Concentrating on traditional charity 

models, it has resources which are none the less useful for Students’ unions. 

 

Tending Your Board 

http://www.ncvo-vol.org.uk/publications/publication.asp?id=3845 

 

Contains ideas on continual support and development of your trustee board both as individual 

members and as a collective. 

 

Trustee and Management Committee National Occupational Standards 

http://www.ncvo-vol.org.uk/publications/publication.asp?id=3843  

 

Charts the skills and knowledge trustees require to be effective board members.  
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Note – the following appendices are examples and will need adaptation for your particular 

union. We’ve highlighted in red areas that will certainly need adaptation or may change in the 

future but you should consider all the text before using it. If you have any queries contact a 

member of NUS staff who will be able to support you.  

 

Appendix A - Trustee Constitution text 
 

Trustee board 

 

1. The trustee board of the union shall be responsible for the management and administration 

of the union and shall ensure that any money is spent and activity carried out is in 

accordance with the charitable objects of the union. 

2. The trustee board of the union shall be made up of (X Elected Officers, X Students selected 

by the appointments panel, X External Trustees) 

3. The trustees will serve for (highlight the terms of office for each type of trustee) 

4. The trustee board chair shall be the President 
5. The quorum for the meeting shall be 50% plus one of the members 

6. The role of the trustee board shall be to: 
6.1. Ensure the union’s resources, structures and activity are arranged to deliver the 

objectives as expressed by the union executive subject to 6.7 below 

6.2. Ensure that the union finances operate efficiently and effectively 

6.3. Devise the union budget, which will be subject to the approval of union 

council/forum, and to ensure that financial reports are made to each ordinary union 

council/forum meeting 

6.4. Prepare the union’s annual report detailing the activities of the union, the union 

finances, including any donations made to external organisations, and any other 

information required under current legislation 

6.5. Submit the union budget, annual report and any other information required under 

current legislation to the corporation for approval. 

6.6. Consider any legal and compliance aspects relating of the union’s activities 

7. Trustee board meetings shall be called by the Chair and shall meet at least x times a year. 

Further meetings may be called by a written request of a majority of committee members 

to the finance officer.  

8. The Trustee board will work to ensure the resources of the union are best arranged to 
deliver the objects and policy objectives of the union as agreed by the executive 

committee; save that it shall always be empowered to veto any decisions of the executive 

or forum/council on the following grounds: 

8.1.1. Financial considerations 
8.1.2. Charity or education law or other legal requirements 

8.1.3. Reputation of the union 
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Appendix B – Recruitment Timetable 
 

Use this as a starting point to help you plan your recruitment. You will have to adapt it to your 

Union’s circumstances. Many of the dates are centred on the annual election of sabbatical 

officers or a handover board meeting at the end of the academic year. 

 

Action Due Responsibility Notes 
Set date for elections and close 

of nominations 

October 

   

Skills audit of Trustee board November   

Decide which skills and 

background to target for board 

December 

  

Candidate training dates set January   

Trustee element of candidate 

training written   

Trustee text written for candidate 

packs   

Trustee text written for voter 

information 

6 weeks before 

elections 

 

  

Open nominations 

5 weeks before 

elections   

Candidate Training 

4 weeks before 

elections   

Close of election nominations 

3 weeks before 

elections   

Elections 

Skills audit of Trustee board 

4 months before 

Handover   

Decide which skills and 

background to target for external 

trustees 

3 ½ months 

before handover 

  

Set dates for appointed trustees 

short listing and interviews.   

Draft Trustee person specification   

Draft Trustee role specification   

Write trustee adverts   

Decide where to target 

advertisements   

Send out advertisements 

3 months before 

handover  

  

Send out candidate packs Ongoing   

Shortlisting 

2 months before 

handover    

Interviews   

Decide on candidates 

6 weeks before 

handover    

Ratification if necessary 

5 weeks before 

handover    

Induction packs to new trustees 

4 weeks before 

handover    

Trustee training 

1 week before 

handover    

Handover Board 

Review Appointment process 

1 month after 

handover   
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Appendix C - Trustee text for Candidates 
 

Trustee Responsibilities 

 

Sabbatical officers, student trustees and external trustees will have trustee responsibilities. 

Trustees are responsible for the strategic direction of the Union and it’s legal and financial 

security. This means it works to make sure it can deliver on its core work of campaigning and 

representation and can continue to do so for years to come.  

 

Duties of trustees include: 

• To ensure that the Union complies with its governing document, charity law, company law 

and any other relevant legislation or regulations. 

• To ensure that the Union is always working for the students of x institution.  

• To ensure the Union uses its resources exclusively in working for the students of x 

instiution: the Union must not spend money on activities which are not for this purpose, no 

matter how worthwhile or charitable those activities are. 

• To contribute actively to the board of trustees' role in giving firm strategic direction to the 

Union, setting overall policy, defining goals and setting targets and evaluating performance 

against agreed targets. 

• To safeguard the good name and values of the Union. 

• To ensure the effective and efficient administration of the Union and its financial stability.  

• To protect and manage the property of the Union and to ensure the proper investment of 

it’s funds. 

• To appoint the General Manager and monitor their performance. 

 

In addition to the above statutory duties, each trustee should use any specific skills, 

knowledge or experience they have to help the board of trustees reach sound decisions.  

 

This may involve: 

• Scrutinising board papers 

• Leading discussions 

• Focusing on key issues 

• Providing guidance on new initiatives 

• Other issues in which the trustee has special expertise 

 

Trustees delegate decision making to staff in accordance with the law and personnel 

procedures through the General Manager. 

 

For student trustees this will be a voluntary (unpaid) role done alongside your course. For 

external trustees the role will be a voluntary (unpaid role) except for reasonable expenses. For 

sabbatical officers the trustee role must be done separate from any responsibilities you have 

as a representative and a campaigner. The VP Welfare and Diversity should not let any 

campaigns he is running influence his decisions in the trustee board for instance. 

 

Trustees will be expected to attend x Board meetings a year. The Union will offer training on 

all aspects of being a trustee, and the roles will be explained further in the candidate training 

on insert candidate training dates here. Further information can be received from insert 

contact details here.  

 

Trustees candidates must fill out a trustee eligibility form before entering the 

election process. Candidates may be disqualified by the Returning Officer if they 

have not completed this form or do so incorrectly. 
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Appendix D - Trustee declaration 
 

The students’ union is a charity with exempt status. 

 

There is a substantial body of government legislation and case law concerned with our 

activities and with the conduct of the sabbatical officers, student trustees and external trustees 

who make up our trustee board.  

 

Below is a list of circumstances which may prevent you from becoming a trustee. 

 

You are not allowed to be a trustee if you: 

 

• Are under 18 years of age (NB: this is not a condition in Scotland) 

• Have been convicted at any time of any offence involving deception or dishonesty, unless the 

conviction is legally regarded as spent; or 

• Are an undischarged bankrupt; or 

• Have made compositions with your creditors and have not been discharged; or 

• Have at any time been removed by the Commissioners or by the Court in England, Wales or 

Scotland from being a trustee because of misconduct; or 

• Are disqualified from being a company director; or 

• Have failed to make payments under the county court administrators’ orders. 

 

If you are in any doubt about your eligibility to act as a trustee you should either seek your 

own legal advice or contact the Charity Commissioners. 

 

I have read and understood the criteria (above) for being a trustee and confirm that I am 

eligible to become a trustee in the event that I am elected. 

 

 

 

Name: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

 

 

 

Date of birth: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 

 

 

 

Address:…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

Position standing for: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

 

 

Signature: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

 

 

 

Date: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Appendix E - Trustee text for Voters 
 

Sabbatical officers and student trustees are responsible for the strategic direction of the Union 

and its legal and financial security. This means it works to make sure it can deliver on its core 

work of campaigning and representation and can continue to do so for years to come. 

 

For trustees the important skills are about looking at wide issues, scrutinising accounts and 

thinking about how best to make the Union work for you – the student membership. Student 

trustees have NO campaigning or representative roles. Sabbatical officers will not allow their 

other responsibilities for running campaigns and representing their area of work influence their 

trustee decisions. You should think about this when making your vote.  

 

 

 

Appendix F - Trustee appointments committee procedures 
 

Appointments Committee procedures 

 

1. The Appointments committee shall be a sub committee of the Trustee board. Its 

responsibilities shall be: 

a. To supervise the selection of (external and or student trustees). 

b. To ensure the proper induction of all trustees in regards to their trustee duties. 

c. To promote diversity of skills, background and experience on the trustee board. 

d. To ensure that ongoing support is given to the trustee board in terms of 

development and training needs. 

2. The appointments committee shall be made up of 4 (four) trustees. The chair shall be 

ex-officio and where possible the committee shall include both external and student 

trustees. These shall be selected by (the trustee board or Union council) 

3. The appointments committee may delegate its responsibilities to Union staff members 

as appropriate. 

4. The appointments committee shall be responsible for reporting the names of the Union 

trustee board to all relevant organisations, including the institution (and charity 

regulator) and to the membership. 

5. The appointments committee shall report its business to the trustee board not less than 

once per year. 
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Appendix G – skills and background audit  
 

For each of the needs in the first column give your board a mark out of 5 in the second 

column. You will want to add some needs that are specific to your union. In the final column 

decide on an action to try and increase the mark.  

 

Here are two examples. 

 

Need Mark out of 5 Action to raise mark 
Financial Scrutiny 3 Look at recruitment of external trustee with 

a financial background. Increase financial 

scrutiny training with NUS.  

Diversity of student body – 

Mature students 

1 Promote the election for student trustees to 

mature students. Investigate barriers to 

running in elections for mature students. 

 

Need Mark out of 5 Action to raise mark 

Financial scrutiny   

Legal awareness   

Strategic planning   

Appraisal of general 

manager 

  

HR practices   

Governance support   

Promoting democracy   

   

   

   

   

Diversity Mark out of 5 Action to raise mark 
Diversity of Student Body    

Undergraduate and 

Postgraduate 

  

Mature students   

Diversity of racial and 

cultural backgrounds 

  

Part time students   

Students with parental or 

caring responsibilities 

  

Satellite campuses   

Gender   

Sexual Orientation   
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Appendix H - Questions for trustee interviews 
 

You can use these as a starting guide to the types of questions you may want to ask trustees 

who  

 

* What attracted them to the role 

  

Question about: Why they want to be a trustee and why of this Union in particular 

  

Looking for: Broad understanding of the role and organisation and a sense of excitement about 

what we do. 

  

* How they view the role of the trustee in our context 

  

Question about: The difference between trustees / managers, the role as compared to their 

paid roles, and the more specific stuff for us in terms of the interplay with student officers 

  

Looking for: They have thought through response to sitting on Board with student officers with 

possibly less experience but more day to day contact and of ability to provide support to 

management in an appropriate way 

 

* What specific skills they would bring to the Organisation 

  

Looking at issues of the skills mix and the particular areas of expertise in which they will be 

able to add value, support the other trustees, act as point of reference for senior managers. 

  

Looking for: We have specifically asked for (insert skills asked for in the adverts here) 

  

We will follow this question up by asking for examples of involvement in strategic thinking. 

 

* How they would handle disagreements /conflict within the Board 

  

Question about: Issues around external/student trustees being equal board members but in 

quite unusual context as well as general issues that arise within any team 

  

Looking for: Candidates being prepared to stand up for their perspective and challenge the 

organisation but also be sensitive to values etc. and for evidence of soft skills around 

interpersonal relationships. 

  

* How will they manage time commitment/other priorities? 

  

Question about: Whether they have the time to commit to the Union 

  

Looking for: Evidence that they have thought about our needs and are realistic about the fit 

with other commitments.
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Appendix I - Annual cycle of Board Support 
 

The following table charts some of the major issues faced by a Union trustee board each year. 

You will have to adapt this based on the number of Trustee boards your Union has and when 

your elections and AGM occur. We have offered some suggestions for support available for 

each issue, though your NUS first point of contact will also provide assistance on these issues. 

 

Yellow shaded boxes denote a month with a Trustee board. 

 

Month Issue  Support 

April 

Normal point of AGM. External 

Trustee Appointment  

May     

June     

July 

Handover Board  

Inexperienced Student Trustees 

Induction to issues, handover process 

from board to board 

Aug Inexperienced Student Trustees 

Training events on Leadership and 

Governance 

Sep    

Oct   Trustees Academy this month 

Nov 

Democracy within Students Unions - 

Election strategy 

NUS online pack supporting elections 

and referenda 

Dec     

Jan 

Training & Preparation for candidates 

with Trustee responsibilities 

NUS Election pack includes these 

resources 

Feb Elections of new Trustees   

March  Preparation of documents for AGM 

Support on preparing for AGM - SORP 

guidance for Board 

 

 

Thank-you 
 
Special thanks to the Union trustees and staff at Kings College London Students’ Union, Leeds 

University Union, Reading University Students’ Union and University of Teeside Students’ Union 

who supplied examples and helped in the writing of this briefing. 

 

If you’d like to share some ideas on Trusteeship, or have any comments about this pack please 

contact NUS and let us know. 


